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Visualizing A h Q : A n Allegory's
Resistance to Representation

Harry H. K uosKu
Ah Q，Lu Xun’s portraiture of Chinese national character
figured in a rural rogue, has been an enigma in its
representations. Lu Xun's text presents an interesting allegorical
irony: while the experience of Ah Q reveals a mentality which
makes his otherwise trivial anecdotes interesting, he, as Leo Oufan Lee observes, u\s a body without an interior self, a face in the
crowd, and the crowd’s summary mirror-image” （
Lee 1987: 77).
From the visual sense, we may illustrate this irony by taking Ah
Q as both a voyeur and a spectacle—by constantly visualizing
spectacles which he may victimize, Ah Q often makes himself
the spectacle for the others, as their laughingstock. What he
sees only shows his blindness to reality. Vacillating between a
m asochist (in a spectacle) and a sadist (in victim izing
voyeurism), Ah Q makes his voyeurism (sadistic victimizing) and
his role in spectacles (masochist victim) an inseparable whole, a
pleasing circle which shuts off pain and vision.1When a vision is
finally revealed in the narrative with a w o lfs eyes image
elaborated later in this study, it is a reference to this circle in
another sense—Ah Q’s execution is watched by a crowd of
which Ah Q is the “summary mirror-image.”
Although the concept of the Chinese Everyman and the
pessimistic image of its devouring wolfs eyes are crucial to the
Ah Q allegory, later theater and cinema adaptations, by
historicizing the social implications of the concept and the
image，shun their nationa卜culture vision. The enigma Ah Q
allegory poses to its adaptation is reminiscent of Paul de Man’s
observation about allegory’s resistance to representation:
Allegory is sequential and narrative, yet the topic of its narration
1
I am indebted here to Carolyn Brown's discussion of "the sado
masochistic syndrome'1(Brown 1984: 101-19).
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is not necessarily temporal at all, thus raising the question of the
referential status of a text whose semantic function, though
strongly in evidence, is not primarily determined by mimetic
moments; more than ordinary modes of fiction, allegory is at the
furthest possible remove from historiography. The “realism” that
appeals to us in the details of medieval art is a calligraphy rather
than a mimesis, a technical device to insure that the emblems
will be correctly identified and decoded, not an appeal to the
pagan pleasure of imitation . . . The difficulty of allegory is rather
that this emphatic clarity of representation does not stand in the
service of something that can be represented, (de Man 1981: 1)
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De Man!s discussion leads to an initial assumption. Lu Xun's Ah
Q allegory, though produced in a particular historical context, is a
narrative “calligraphy” that resists realization in social details. Its
generalized national-culture vision may not readily be utilized to
promote the consciousness of a social revolution. With this
assumption, this essay will demonstrate how adaptations of Ah
Q attempt to correct his “remove from historiography” and it will
also illustrate the discursive implications of both the corrective
attempts and the allegory’s resistance to these attempts in
several adaptations.
Lu Xun’s “Ah Q zhengzhuan” [The true story of Ah Q] drew
critical attention even before its completion as a serial. In
response to criticism that the story was too satirical to be true,
Shen Yanbing (Mao Dun) wrote in Xiaoshuo yuebao [Fiction
monthly]:
Although only four chapters of Mr. Baren’s [Lu Xun’s pen-name]
“The True Story of Ah Q” have appeared, they already strike me
as a masterpiece . . . Reading the story, I feel that I know Ah Q.
Yes! He crystallizes a Chinese character! These four chapters
remind me of Oblomov by the Russian writer Lermontov. The
national character represented by Ah Q belongs to Chinese
middle and upper classes as well. (Feb. 1922: 13.2)

Shen justified the story's removal from ^historiography" by
valuing its generalized national-culture depiction that is not
anchored in any particular social class. His reading of Ah Q as
the portrait of the Chinese national character was confirmed by
Lu Xun himself. In explaining his motive for writing the story, Lu
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Xun said that he intended to depict the soul of the people of the
country” （
Lu Xun 1981: 7.81) and “to expose the weakness of
the folks of the country" (Lu Xun 1981: 5.144). Ah Q testifies to
Lu Xun!s critique of Chinese culture as it faces the challenge of
foreign powers. Although his story reflects Lu X un’s
disappointment with the ineffectiveness of the 1911 revolution in
changing Chinese society, it is not a sociological analysis of it.
Rather, the story is Lu Xun's dramatization of Chinese culture's
capability (or incapability) of revolution, asking what kind of
revolution the Ah Q mentality is capable of.
The Nietzschean edge in Lu Xun’s observation of the
Chinese national character is almost a commonplace in criticism.
Like Nietzsche, Lu Xun viewed the masses of the country as a
“herd,” a blind social force with a “slave morality”一forged not by
Christianity but by Confucianism. Unlike Nietzsche, however, Lu
Xun did not seem to have much “will to power” or confidence in
the “supermen”_ the leaders of the future society who are
devoid of a slave morality. When “The True Story of Ah Q” was
written，Lu Xun was basically a pessimist, believing that “once a
national character is formed, no matter if it is good or bad, it will
not be easy to change it” （
Lu Xun 1981: 1.313). He showed an
ambivalent conviction about the necessity of writing (so as to
awaken his countrymen) and its futility.
While an allegory containing such a vision of ambivalence
is undoubtedly difficult for adaptation, it has never deterred
people’s desire to try. Ah Q’s popularity has always tantalized
the imagination of other artists. In 1930, Wang Qiaonan adapted
the story into a film script entitled Nuren yu mianbao [Woman
and bread] and sent it to Lu Xun. The script has now become so
anonymous that it is only footnoted to Lu Xun's firm refusal to
any of its credit. In a letter to Wang a month earlier, Lu Xun had
cautioned him: "My opinion is that The True Story of Ah Qf lacks
certain crucial elements to be turned into a play or a film. Once
the story is on stage, what is left will only be jest. My reason for
writing this story is really not to elicit jest and sympathy . . . " (Lu
Xun 1953: 249). Four years later, responding to the editor of X/
[Theater] weekly and commenting on the first act of Yuan
Muzhi's (Yuan Mei) theatrical adaptation of Ah Q that had just
been published, Lu Xun questioned the incompatibility of its
localized characters and actions with his story’s universal
implications: for example, where should one locate Weizhuang
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(the non-existent village) and who should be Zhao and Qian,
who have the first two family names in Baijia xing [Hundred
family names] (Lu Xun 1981: 6.144-49)? Lu Xun hated to lose
this universal implication since it is supposed to turn the reader
into an “onlooker，
” “suspecting that the story may be either about
him self or about everyone else, thus leading him to
contemplation" (Lu Xun 1981: 6.144-49).
Even with these well publicized comments from the writer
himself deterring the adaptation of Ah Q, similar efforts were not
discouraged. 1937 saw two adapted plays, one by Tian Han
and the other by Xu Xingzhi. In 1981, the centennia丨
of Lu Xun’s
birthday, Ah Q was brought to the screen. This glaring violation
of the writer’s will may well be due to the peculiar position Lu
Xun occupies in modern Chinese literature. Lu Xun's
preeminence was gradually established between the early
1920s up to the time of his death, and then posthumously
enhanced by the Communist leader Mao Zedong, who made Lu
Xun the role model for Chinese writers. T h e chief commander of
China’s cultural revolution,” Mao wrote, “he was not only a great
man of letters, but a great thinker and revolutionary . . . On the
cultural front, he was the bravest and most correct, the firmest,
the most loyal, and the most ardent national hero, a hero without
parallel in our history" (Mao 1965: 3.92). Owing to this much
idealized image and politically promoted position，Lu Xun has
constantly been rewritten for the purpose of his popularization.
Ah Q may have posed an artistic problem of how to
visualize an allegory, a formal problem of tensions between
genres. Various adapters' efforts in solving this problem,
however, all clearly show their relation to certain ideological
constraints and demonstrate that the ideological inscription of
the genres involved is indispensable to a proper understanding
of visualization. A focal point in visualizing Ah Q is the potential
incompatibility between Lu Xun's national-culture critique in the
May Fourth era (1920s), which was largely under the inspiration
of bourgeois humanism and individualism, and its replacement
since the 1930s by the Marxist class struggle discourse and
social revolution ideology of China’s left-wing writers，who
viewed Lu Xun as a leader. In Chinese practice, this
replacement, owing to its emphasis on a strong and narrow
teleology of radically changing a society through revolutionary
means, has the tendency to subjugate and cancel various
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incompatible visions such as those contained in Ah Q allegory.
The popular image of Ah Q, however, was not discarded
but refigured to call for a social revolution. The reigning of the
social-class discourse drew attention to this character's class
affiliation and tried to make him “re，
function” accordingly. The
refigured Ah Q had a new ambivalence in representing not
Chinese Everyman but the Chinese peasantry—its potential and
resistance to social revolution. The residue of this ambivalence
can still be detected today. In the reactivated discussion of
"national character" in the 1980s, for instance, a literary critic
would resort to Ah Q imagery frequently in his exploration of
some fiction writers' depiction of peasants and their critical
engagement with “national character.” In cases of Jia Ping’ao
and Gao Xiaosheng, he showed that their portraiture of
peasants reminded us of Ah Q but also indicated the need for a
change. In expressing this idea he used the metaphor that the
peasants did not but needed to “fly out from beneath the wings
of Ah Qw(Cao 1988: 24, 49). In this instance, Ah Q is a nationalculture metaphor with a narrowed scope, applying to a certain
social stratum of peasantry. This narrowed scope demonstrates
the effects of the long-time dominance of social-class discourse
over this figure in which Lu Xun's national-culture critique is
subjugated, decentered, covered up, or canceled. An extreme
example of this dominance is often illustrated by a widespread
but undocumented speech by Mao in which he warns his
comrades not to behave like "the fake foreign devir1who will not
allow Ah Q to join the revolution. Clearly, Ah QJs working class
affiliation is implied.
The tension involved in refiguring Ah Q from a nationalculture allegory into social realism2 is better construed by
noticing the colliding “ideologemes,” as phrased by Jameson，
between the two narrative paradigms.3 Each relating to a specific
2 I use the term “social realism” instead of “socialist realism”
because it refers to a longer period, both prior to and beyond 1949,
and suggests not only the Russian influence but also other influences
such as European and Anglo-American critical realism in literature.
3 Jameson emphasizes the discursive nature of a text by seeing
it as an utterance of a discourse. An ideologeme—“the smallest
intelligible unit of the essentially antagonistic collective discourses of
social classes” 一relates the text to the discourse. See Jameson (1981:
76).
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kind of discourse, they are different formal or semiological
responses to a general cultural change in China: as a third-world
country, China faces the challenge of the capitalist and
industrialist mode of production to its traditional self-sufficiency
and experiences a keen sense of cultural crisis. Among various
intellectual trends which help express this sense of crisis, social
Darwinism and Marxism become indexes to national-culture and
social-class discourses respectively. Lu Xun's national-culture
allegory and its adaptational realism invoke these discourses
and illustrate how the latter discourse addresses the former for
its own use.
Jameson rightly uses Lu Xun's national-culture allegory as
the major example in his study of third-world literature in the era
of multinational capitalism. As the "allegory of the embattled
situation of the public third-world culture and society" (Jameson
1986: 69), Ah Q focuses on the concept of a nation; he does not
draw one’s attention to domestic social problems and class
antagonism but to a cross-cultural perspective, an anxiety
conceived through Social Darwinian perspectives. For
comparison，the renewed cultural anxiety in today’s China,
though a different product of post-Cold-War international power
relations, could only become an issue when the country’s class
struggle ideology was deprived of its all powerful dominance and
when the concept of nation could be construed from cultural
perspectives.
The social realism used as the means of refiguring Ah Q
was enhanced by its utility in China's social revolution. To ensure
the revolution, the consciousness of domestic class antagonism
was forcibly pushed to the foreground. Anti-imperialism, still one
of the major goals of the revolution, was pushed to the
background in favor of the revolution's domestic objectives. The
cultural anxiety that resulted from a cross-cultural perspective
was either covered up or used to address domestic social
issues. After the founding of the PRC and as a response to the
global Cold War, the country engaged in international power
relations differently: while its economic construction was seen as
competition with foreign powers, its perspective of the foreign
powers as the culturally comparable Other was actually denied.
The foreign powers were represented as an enemy, a negative
Other used to contrast China's social achievements. Under such
circumstances, national-culture anxiety in the style of Lu Xun
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had no reason to exist.
Tian Han's A h Q : Calling Lu Xun's Characters to Arms

4 The True Story of Ah Q" first appeared in the journal Xiju
shidai [An era of drama] (vol. 1, nos. 1 & 2, 1937) and then in book
form by Modern Drama Press in Shanghai in 1939. My citation of the
play is from the book.
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In 1937, a year after the death of Lu Xun, the left-wing
playwright and scenarist Tian Han published his five-act play
The True Story of Ah Q.4 Using Lu XunJs original story line, the
play unfolds its dramatic complexity by using characters and
themes from Lu Xun's other short stories collected in the same
book with “The True Story of Ah Q_” These include: “Kuangren
riji” [A madman’s diary], “Kong Yiji” [Kong Yiji], “Yao” [Medicine],
“Mingtian” [Tomorrow]，“Guxiang” [My old home], and “Fengbo”
[Disturbance]. The play relocates Ah Q in a changed signifying
context, assigns him an altered signifying function, and opens up
a different horizon for his interpretation. The residue of Ah Q’s
old signifying function, however, resists his new role in the
changed context and evokes an interpretational ambivalence.
This relocated Ah Q, I would suggest, illustrates Tian
Han's disposition of Lu Xun's fictional characters. He, to use Lu
Xun's wording, calls them to arms, that is, to the popularization
of the ideas of a social revolution. With Ah Q as the pivot of
performance, these characters are meant to express what Ah Q
allegorizes. While still retaining certain of their traits from Lu
XunJs stories, they have all been rewritten for their new roles.
Generally speaking, they both perform the undesirable nationalculture traits configured in Ah Q and demonstrate the social and
class consciousness that Tian Han would like them to have.
These new roles reflect the new light in which Ah Q is supposed
to function, a process that socializes Ah Q. As a result, Ah Q's
m entality as a mode of perception is ignored and the
representation of his voyeurism is not attempted. Ah Q is
merged into a social ambiance of the naturalist theater and
becomes an empty signifier (being allegorical only in occasional
references to him in dialogue): his behaviors are assigned to the
characters around him and his allegorical role is maintained by a
collective. Eventually, in changing the way of expressing the
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allegorical implications embodied in Ah Q, Tian Han has
changed the implications themselves.
How the “emptied” Ah Q hangs on? The first act of Tian
Han’s play moves the story from Lu Xun’s Utopian village
(Weizhuang) to a real village wine shop in Shaoxing. The time is
still the period prior to the 1911 Revolution. Ah Q is first
presented in juxtaposition with Kong Yiji, a dejected country
scholar. Runtu，a character from “My Old Home，
” becomes an
on-stage commentator (or author-character) among quite a few
other characters gathered in the wine shop. The dramatic
juxtaposition of Ah Q and Kong Yiji nicely brings out such
themes as the weak always indiscriminately becoming the
laughingstock of the masses and the weak bullying the even
weaker; in this case, Ah Q, while avoiding the challenge of the
strong, himself enjoys bullying a physically weaker Kong Yiji.
Kong Yiji's education, however, lends him temporary advantage
in reading and explaining to those in the wine shop a bulletin
posted on the wall about war-loss donations and an increase of
the land tax. The issue brings out the crowd’s complaint:
QIJIN: Damn! I’ve only got this boat and they want
donations all the time because of it. I've donated every piece of
my boat and only got the rudder left in my hand. Now they want
another donation!
LAO GONG: They should go to Zhao and Qian, who have
so much land but are never asked for much more of the
donations.
AH WU: I rent Zhao's land. Boy, he is as shrewd as a fox.
Whenever he gives donations, he raises the rent. There you go.
We tenants not only give donations. We also pay raised rent.
(Tian 1939: 14)

On this issue, the crowd is clearly given a social voice that is
conscious of class distinction and exploitation. Ah Q, the
laughingstock of this crowd, is brought into the conversation
when people worry about the fate of the country; they complain
about the loss of the war, the corrupt government, and the raised
rent and donations:
QUIN: But we Chinese have really been bullied too
harshly by the foreigners . . . Are we going to be humiliated all
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our lives—to be their slaves?
CROWD: No!
MUSTACHE WANG: (Coldly, pointing to Ah Q.) There is a
way out. If you all learn to be Ah Q, your worries will be over.
(Tian 1939: 16)
This passage refers to a specific characteristic of Ah Q, that is,
his fanciful ways of gaining “spiritual triumph” by ignoring reality.
In this context, the reference to Ah Q is used to express a
national anxiety, a perspective close to the one in which Lu Xun
conceived this character. Ah Q’s behavior is equated with the
colonial mentality (or “slave mentality” as the literal translation of
the Chinese phrase goes) in dealing with foreign powers, a
popular way of receiving Ah Q in the late 1930s and early 1940s
when the country was threatened by and then involved in a war
with Japan. This perspective of Ah Q, however, is very fleeting in
Tian Han’s play. Tian’s concern soon turns to the domestic
problems of social inequality in which Ah Q is meant to stand for
the lack of consciousness and lack of spirit to fight for social
change. With this changed emphasis, Tian Han faces a problem
of how to relate Ah Q to the socially poor, on whom the left-wing
writers of the time pinned much hope as the revolutionary force.
Tian Han solves this problem by lending a social vision to
characters around Ah Q. An irony, however, occurs because
those who are given social voices in criticizing Ah Q also sustain
Ah Q’s allegory which would deny a social vision—Mustache
Wang is soon found involved in the usual game of grabbing Ah
Q’s pigtail and bumping his head against the wall; the crowd will
encourage Ah Q to assail the nun; and even Runtu, the on-stage
commentator, will undermine both his and other characters1
voices at the end of the first act by saying that they (he says
to include himself) all resemble Ah Q (Tian 1939: 28).
And what a RuntuMn Lu Xun’s story，he is a “stone statue”
whose childhood vitality the narrator recalls has been ''eaten" by
the bitterness of life and by observing social customs. He lives
all right but he has become “numb” or “insensitive” to life around
him—he is devoid of any vision (Lu Xun 1977: 61-63). In this
picture，Runtu indeed “resembles” Ah Q. On Tian Han’s stage,
however, he becomes the mouthpiece of the social voice. To pull
himself out of this irony, Tian Han has to distance Runtu from the
stage action to lend his voice some validity.
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If locating Ah Q in a social context changes Runtu from an
Ah Q replica to a social commentator, Tian Han's fairly elaborate
creation of Amah Wu deprives Ah Q of his status as a voyeur. In
Lu Xun's story, we hardly get a full view of Amah Wu because
the narrative emphasizes what happens within Ah Q’s mind—Ah
Q’s “morals” and behavior form an interesting contrast:
Ah Q, too, was a man of strict morals to begin with. Although we
do not know whether he was guided by some good teacher, he
had always shown himself most scrupulous in observing "strict
segregation of the sexes," and was righteous enough to
denounce such heretics as the little nun and the Imitation
Foreign Devil. His view was, <lAII nuns must carry on in secret
with monks. If a woman walks alone on the street, she must
want to seduce bad men. When a man and a woman talk
together, it must be to arrange to meet.” In order to correct such
people, he would glare furiously, pass loud, cutting remarks, or, if
the place were deserted, throw small stone from behind. (Lu Xun
1977:80)

This depicts cultural hypocrisy. As the voyeur, Ah Q has to
indulge in amoral fantasies to produce a spectacle of moral
breaching in which he victimizes a woman. When he later
confuses fantasy and reality by attacking his fanciful object,
Amah Wu, the whole act turns into a spectacle in real life for
others to exploit. In Tian Han's play, the voyeur in Ah Q is wiped
out and his mentality becomes a social problem: Ah Q is too
poor to have a family and the flirtatious Amah Wu cares very
little about “morals” but much about benefit. The voyeur is now
societal; the country women echo Ah Q’s fancy about Amah Wu，
gossiping about her alleged affairs with her former employers.
Ah Q encounters a specific woman rather than his imagining of
women in general. Often Amah Wu will overshadow Ah Q to
become the focus of the show. For example, when Amah Wu
sees Ah Q, brought to her by the bailiff to apologize, she cries,
as the stage direction says，“only for show.” And even at this
moment，she takes a chance to sit on Ah Q’s shirt, which
happens to drop on the floor near her.
BAILIFF: Ah Q, you can go now. Why don't you just get
the hell out of here?
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AH Q: Amah Wu has my shirt.
BAILIFF: What shirt, just rags! Go and forget about it!. . .
(He takes the bare-backed Ah Q out of the room.)
AMAH WU: (Takes the shirt out from underneath and
looks at it with a smile.) With some mending, I can sell this shirt
fora string of cash. (Tian 1939: 48-49)
At this moment, however, the play takes another twist. Seeing
that Ah Q is leaving the courtyard bare-backed, the young
mistress of the Zhao family rushes into Amah WuJs room to
demand Ah Q’s shirt; AhTQ’s “tragedy in love” becomes a
moment of social exploitation. People all try to benefit from Ah
Q，
s moral deviation— only Ah Q is no longer a cultural
voyeur/spectacle but a spectacle for social exploitation.
Ah Q hangs on further. The last act of Tian Han’s play
offers a transitional point in this discussion. First, if adaptation of
Lu Xun in the previous acts of the play may be seen as
socializing Ah Q, the key to this last act is educating Ah Q.
Second, both the setting and the characters in this act refer to a
different group of Lu Xun's short stories and draw attention to
other allegorical implications in Lu Xun's writing.
The last act is set in a prison. Here the title character from
Lu Xun’s “A Madman’s Diary,” now renamed Wu Zhiguang
(literally “the light of nothingness”)，is shut in the same cell with
Ah Q. As his new name suggests, his “nonsensical” comments
in the play possess illuminating insights. Among half a dozen
characters in that cell are two important ones who are largely
Tian Han’s own creation. The first is Chen Jusheng，a tenant
peasant locked up because he lost his rent dispute with his
landlord. Chen takes over Runtu's role here to become an on
stage commentator. The other is Mr. Ma, a revolutionary.
Accompanied by the madman’s delirious muttering of “man
eating man” and Mr. Ma’s fitful coughing，Chen Jusheng unfolds
the drama by telling the story of the blood bun (from Lu Xun’s
story “Medicine”).
Both the setting and the character relations here imply
Tian Han’s interesting reading of Lu Xun. The prison cell recalls
the “iron house” image in Lu Xun’s preface to his first collection
of short stories:

吳之光
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Imagine an iron house w ithout windows, absolutely
indestructible, with many people fast asleep inside who will soon
die of suffocation. But you know since they will die in their sleep,
they will not feel the pain of death. Now if you cry aloud to wake
a few of the lighter sleepers, making those unfortunate few suffer
the agony of irrevocable death, do you think you are doing them
a good turn? (Lu Xun 1977: 5)

As a cultural image, the “iron house” is Lu Xun’s view of the
suffocating nature of Chinese culture, and it testifies to Lu Xun's
ambivalence about the actual social effect of his writing.
The fact that the madman and Ah Q are locked up
together is interesting in itself. What links Ah Q and the
madman, in light of Lu Xun^ stories, is the writer's cannibalistic
theme of “man eating man” and “man being eaten.” The most
unforgettable parts in “A Madman’s Diary” are the madman’s
view of the world around him through the eyes of all kinds of
people and animals. Those eyes link the fear of being eaten and
the threat of eating. In Ah Q's story, there is a similar moment
when Ah Q catches the eyes of the crowd and associates them
with those of wolves:
So Ah Q took another look at the shouting crowd.
At that instant his thoughts revolved again like a whirlwind.
Four years before, at the foot of the mountain, he had met a
hungry wolf which had followed him at a set distance, wanting to
eat him. He had nearly died of fright, but luckily he happened to
have an axe in his hand, which gave him the courage to get
back to Weizhuang. He had never forgotten that wolfs eyes,
fierce yet cowardly, gleaming like two will-o’-the-wisps，as if
boring into him from a distance. Now he saw eyes more terrible
even than the w olfs: dull yet penetrating eyes that, having
devoured his words, still seemed eager to devour something
beyond his flesh and blood. And these eyes kept following him at
a set distance.
These eyes seemed to have merged into one, biting into
his soul.
“Help, help!，
’（
Lu Xun 1977: 111-12)

The implication of the eyes is more obvious in Ah Q's story. With
Ah Q as a Chinese Everyman, the eyes that terrorize him are
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actually his own— a reflection of him self in the crowd.
Allegorically, Ah Q's look into the wolfs eyes reflects a moment
of revelation which merges the threat of eating and the fear of
being eaten in one.
Ah Q’s plea for help echoes the madman’s plea of “Save
the children … ” at the end of another Lu Xun story. Although Ah
Q and the madman represent different levels of subjectivity in
their respective stories, their pleas have a similar ring because
they are both uttered in confrontation with a cannibalistic threat
of the culture. W hat is more, they are both uttered by
accomplices of that cannibalistic culture. In Lu Xun's stories,
both pleas are answered in the story entitled “Medicine,” in
which the blood of a revolutionary martyr fails to save the child
of the Hua family (“Hua” is a synonym of China or Chinese). The
story provides a rather pessimistic allegorical view of China's
status quo: a bun is dipped in the young blood of a revolution
martyr and eaten by a dying child as medicine with no curative
effect. The whole act suggests sadly how a revolution aimed at
revitalizing Chinese culture is “eaten” by this very culture, which
is too sick and numb to feel the impact of the revolution.
The relationship between Lu Xun stories, however, seems
to be exactly what Tian Han wants to negate. W hile its
allegorical implications might be too subtle for Tian Han’s
naturalist stage, the social implications of the “iron house，
” with
its uncertainty about radical social change, also fall short of what
time required Tian Han to do in his adaptation: the country was
at war with Japan, the masses had to be mobilized to save the
country, and the pessimism of the early Lu Xun had to be left out
of the drama.
In Tian Han’s play，
the “iron house” is turned into a place of
transformation, an interesting inversion from Lu Xun being that
the sick child’s coughing is given to Mr. Ma，
the old revolutionary，
indicating that the illness lies within him and that it is the concept
of revolution that needs to be changed—from an elite revolution
to one supported by the masses.
One side of this transformation concerns the working poor.
When Ah Q gets into the prison, he is eagerly questioned by his
fellow villager Chen Jusheng about Chen’s family left unattended
in the village. Another farmhand joins their conversation. He is in
prison because of debt to his revolutionary landlord. Their
conversation is soon interrupted by the madman’s delirium that
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their family members have all been eaten—“Yes，by the devils,
and not a piece of bones is left!” （
Tian 1939: 107) This social
group formed in dialogue, embittered and conscious of social
injustice, demonstrates a potential for social revolution. Its
stories expose the elitist feature of the 1911 revolution and
advocate a new social revolution of the working masses.
Mr. Ma represents the other side of the process. As a
revolutionary, he is still in prison because he is against the
former mayor of the town, now himself a revolutionary. While Mr.
Ma's fate illustrates the ineffectiveness of the 1911 revolution to
deal with corruption in China’s ruling hierarchy, it also relates to
the fate of another revolutionary whose story is narrated on
stage: a young revolutionary is betrayed by one of his family
members and his blood is purchased by a superstitious peasant
as medicine. In this context，the madman’s delirium on stage
about (,men eating men" may well suggest a cultural critique of
the apathy and numbness produced by Chinese culture, which
“eats” the souls of Chinese peasants. On Tian Han’s stage,
nevertheless, this story is used to advocate the need for mutual
understanding between revolutionaries and working masses, a
process of removing previous misunderstandings due to the lack
of contact. Chen Jusheng speaks for the working poor. He talks
about his changed view of a revolutionary: “People used to say
that the revolutionaries all wear white helmets and white suits of
armor. They also say that they have green eyes and red hair.
Since we met Mr. Ma, we've found out that they are the same as
us" (Tian Han 1939: 105). In response to the sympathy he
receives from poor people around him, Mr. Ma voices his
changed view of the working poor. lll thank you all," he says. l(lt
is just because you are all so kind to me that I am not totally in
despair over the revolution. It is a great mistake that the
revolution was not based on you people" (Tian 1939: 114).
What is the role of Ah Q in this transformation? When Ah
Q asks Chen Jusheng why the madman is always saying
something silly, Jusheng says jokingly that Ah Q and the
madman are actually alike (Tian 1939: 108). If Ah Q resembles
the madman, it must be that he testifies to what the madman's
“nonsensical” remarks reveal, that is, a culture that can be
described as “man eating m a n. But, just as the madman’s
paranoia has been focused on class exploitation, Ah Q becomes
this madman's stage replica—he becomes a pure victim, an
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object of sympathy that bridges the understanding of a
revolutionary and the working masses. His execution at the end
of Tian Han’s play calls for a new revolution:
(Cock crows in distance.)
MADMAN: (Shouts.) Listen, man-eaters! The cocks are
crowing for daybreak. You have to change now—to change your
hearts. The future does not allow man-eaters to live in the world
(Tian 1939: 144)

With the madman finally casting away his nonsensical guise, Mr.
Ma sums up the whole play:
MR. MA: An innocent peasant is dead. Friends, the Chinese
revolution is far from being over. We still have to fight with the
dregs of feudalism. But first of all, let's all kill Ah Q in our minds.
(Tian 1939: 145)

The end of the play echoes Lu Xun's national-culture allegory by
talking about Ah Q as a certain mentality (“Ah Q in our minds”)
and by demanding that the executors of Ah Q change their
hearts. This ending，however，also rings “empty” just as Ah Q
has all through the play been an ^empty" national-culture
allegory.
By calling Lu Xun’s early fictional characters to arms on his
stage, Tian Han makes these characters socially (in the sense of
class exploitation and class struggle) rather than culturally (in
the sense of Lu Xun's critique of certain Chinese cultural traits)
important. Through its popularity in performance, the play itself
becomes an important interpretation that influences the later
generation's perception of Ah Q.5 As a critic at Tian Han's time
observed, this popularized version of Ah Q may have reduced
this character's allegorical significance. In an essay entitled 1(The
New and the Old Ah Q," Yu Cun writes:
5 In his preface to Selected Plays of Tian Han, Chen Baichen
mentioned that the play The True Story of Ah Q was performed many
times in unoccupied areas during the war against Japan (Chen 1983:
148). The publisher’s note on this play in 1957 (Beijing: Xiju
chubanshe) also mentioned that the play had been performed quite a
few times since the founding of the PRC in 1949.
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Ever since "The True Story of Ah QHwas adapted into a play and
was performed, on the one hand, it popularizes the story, making
those who do not usually read want to read this story and thus
understand the author, but, on the other hand, it also only gives
people the impression of Ah Q as a beggar-like guy with a pigtail
and always in rags, shrinking the scope in which people may
think of the Ah Q spirit. (Ah Q Lun 1947: 106)

What confines the scope in which people may think of Ah Q is
not only his beggar-like image but also the ways in which he is
presented in the play. The more Ah Q recalls a certain social
class, the less he can function as a national-culture allegory.
Xu Xingzhi's A h Q : A N ational Character Shared by
Social Classes

Xu X ingzhi's six-act play, The True Story o f Ah Q,
appeared in the same year as Tian Han’s.6 In his preface to the
1953 edition of the play, Xu reminisced that he had sent a copy
of his script to Tian Han when he learned the latter was involved
in a sim ilar project. Xu Xingzhi's adaptation was equally
informed by the social revolution ideology and the sense of
national crisis at the threat of Japanese invasion. Yet，by
focusing on Lu Xun's 'The True Story of Ah Q" itself, the play
manages to accommodate the representation of Chinese
national character to the demands of both cultural and social
revolutions. The underlying visual structure of the play一the
drama being punctuated by some frozen moments of the
stage—brings Xu’s play closer to the allegorical spirit of Lu Xun’s
text.
Once a fine arts student in Japan and returned to teach
the same subject in Shanghai，Xu shared Lu Xun’s keen
interests in visuality. He fondly remembered how he invited Lu
Xun to lecture at his university and how Lu Xun advocated the
universal nature of the language of fine arts, asking the
6 According to Xu's preface to the 1953 edition (Shanghai:
Guangming Press), the play first appeared in Guangming biweekly in
1937 and was performed with some revisions in 1939 in Shanghai. The
1953 edition contains eight pictures which give us some ideas of the
actual performance. All quotes of this play are from the 1953 edition.
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audience to use this language to communicate their ideas
(Renmin meisu 1981: 185-91). Xu’s adaptation of Ah Q
demonstrated his understanding of visual language. His script
gives many detailed directions for the production of tableaus and
they, in turn, offer convenient points of departure for discussion
here.
The play starts by casting an unforgettable “backdrop，
” a
tableau serving as the viewing horizon. Produced by the end of
the prologue, it concludes a crowd scene—the villagers, while
awaiting an opera show, are cautioned about the revolutionaries
and the foreigners:
KONG YIJI: . . . it doesn’t seem to be so hard to deal with
the revolutionaries. The most terrifying people are those who
have something to do with foreigners . . . Even the Emperor
doesn't know how to deal with them, let alone the governor, the
magistrate .. . and of course, Your Excellency, the bailiff.
CROWD: (Amazed.) Even the Emperor can't?
BAILIFF: Oh, sure. Let's be frank. I shun the magistrate.
The magistrate shuns the Emperor. But the Emperor shuns the
foreigners. If the Imitation Foreign Devil really knows foreigners
and anyone of you offends him, the whole village will suffer.
CROWD: (Scared.) The whole village?
BAILIFF: Sure. They'll use cannons to bombard us.
CROWD: (More scared.) Really? Cannons?
AH Q: (Adopting his usual strategy of ^spiritual triumph.J,)
Damn it. Cannons? Let them bombard me! You think I’m afraid
of cannons? (Xu 1953: 13-14)

At this moment, the Imitation Foreign Devil strides onto the
stage to face the frightened crowd. The stage action freezes for
about ten seconds (according to specific directions given by Xu
in the script). Then the Imitation Foreign Devil advances and Ah
Q and others retreat.
The importance of the Imitation Foreign Devil exceeds his
counterpart in Lu Xun’s story. In Lu Xun’s story, the Imitation
Foreign Devil functions to mirror Ah Q and the Zhao family, who
all despise him for his deviation from tradition and then all
manage to be his friends when revolution is in the wind. Even Lu
Xun’s rather sarcastic depiction of the collaboration of the Zhao
family with the Imitation Foreign Devil during the revolution
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seems mostly to function as a contrast to Ah Q's fantasy about
the revolution when he has some wine in his empty stomach. In
Xu Xingzhi^ play, the Imitation Foreign Devil is refigured to get
all the limelight: he both embodies the colonial mentality of
worshiping and benefiting from foreign power, and mirrors
characters around him. By refiguring this character, Xu
demonstrates his contemporary understanding of the national
character as an issue produced by the international power
relations, as argued forcefully by Shao Quanlin four years after
Xu’s play first appeared. “‘Ah Q-ism，
’’’ Shao pointed out, “can be
argued as the crystallization of the slave mentality in a semi
colonial and semi-feudal society. It is the culmination of national
defeatism before the awakening of nationalism. Because it
exists in every social stratum in China, all those who have been
enslaved thus, the Emperor’s gentry and the masses of the Wei
village, are all more or less affected by this disease" (Ah Q Lurt,
1947: 81).
Shao’s argument offers us a key to understanding Xu’s
dramatic structure. In representing national character, Xu
configures it as a widely pervasive "national defeatism" shared
by every social stratum. Against the backdrop of his prologue,
Xu revises Lu Xun’s original story by making Ah Q a parody of
his higher social classes: Ah Q’s “tragedy in love” parallels Mr.
Zhao’s actual affair with Amah Wu; Ah Q’s assault of the
younger nun is a foil to the Imitation Foreign Devirs pursuit of
her as well as the court judge’s fancy about her; and Ah Q’s
experience with the robbers in the city and his later profit from
stolen goods is overshadowed by the Imitation Foreign Devil’s
business of selling inexpensive foreign things to the villagers in
exchange for profitable antiques. These parodies form the first
half of the play and prepare us for the arrival of the 1911
Revolution when Ah Q indulges himself in dreams about
revolution, and people like the Imitation Foreign Devil take
advantage of the revolution to benefit themselves. Then, with the
burglary of Mr_ Zhao’s home，Ah Q is brought to court to face all
those whose acts he has parodied. Here those parodies turn
sour. He is made a scapegoat not only for the unknown burglars
but also for the guilt of Mr. Zhao and the Imitation Foreign Devil.
The second half of the play terminates Ah Q’s parodies by
revealing a society not significantly changed by the 1911
revolution. "Society/1Xu observes, lays all its evils on Ah Q who
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in turn reflects completely this society’s darkness and weakness”
(Xu 1953: 9). With this structure，Xu’s play calls for both cultural
(in the name of nationalism) and social revolution; not only do
the bad characters revealed in Ah Q ’s parodies need to be
corrected, but the social system in which these parodies are
performed also needs to be changed.

Differing from Tian Han, Xu Xingzhi did not elevate the
social consciousness of his characters but only indicated the
need to do so. His play both reveals social injustice that calls for
social consciousness and depicts the masses in their socially
unconscious profiles within which Ah Q and themselves mirror
each other. In this aspect, Xu's rendition of Amah Wu is of
special interest.
As mentioned earlier, Amah Wu has a very controlled
image in Lu Xun’s text; a reader can hardly make a judgment
about her character. She appears in the story only twice: once in
Ah Q，
s “tragedy of love” and once at the end among the crowd
watching Ah Q be executed. In discussing Tian Han's play, I
have pointed out Amah Wu’s role in her first appearance in the
story. In the second appearance, Amah Wu serves two
functions. First, to use a film term，she serves as a “close up”
shot edited with a “medium shot” of the crowd, illustrating an
unsympathetic and unconcerned group of onlookers—she does
not even appear to have seen Ah Q, and her emotionally
detached curiosity is drawn to the foreign rifles the soldiers carry.
Second，she serves to bring out Ah Q’s vain sentimentality at
this moment (Ah Q feels ashamed of his lack of spirit when he
first catches sight of Amah Wu) and the illusion of the crowd as
having eyes similar to those of wolves (when Ah Q finds that
Amah Wu is not watching him and turns to look at the eyes of
the crowd again).
Xu refigures Amah Wu so that she and Ah Q may mirror
each other. At the very beginning of the play, Amah Wu reveals,
through her brief encounter with Mr. Zhao, that she is pregnant
by him. Then, in chatting with Ah Q，she actually conveys Ah Q’s
idea about sex as described in Lu Xun’s story; she fantasizes
about the sexual relations of the people in the village, asking
“which nun won’t have adultery with the monk?” （
Xu 1953: 24)
When Ah Q is driven out of the Zhao family, the possibility that
he will be made a scapegoat for Amah Wu’s pregnancy is dearly
suggested.
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The second time that Amah Wu and Ah Q meet, Ah Q is
enjoying his temporary popularity, owing to the goods he brings
back from the city for sale and Amah Wu has just been kicked
out of the Zhao family. There is a moment when Amah Wu and
Ah Q are shown as equally exploited by Mr. Zhao, yet Amah Wu
simply will not see this and puts the blame on Ah Q instead.
AMAH WU: Damn! (She sits on her baggage.) That
bastard! He just kicked me out and didn't even pay me! I want
my pay …
(Ah Q hears that Amah Wu has not gotten her pay and
remembers his own experience. He forces his way out of the
crowd to look at the angry Amah Wu but dares not move closer.
Hesitating for a while, he touches his favus head, tightens his
pants, swallows, and slowly approaches Amah Wu.)
AH Q: (Pulling the sleeve of Amah Wu.) Amah Wu，let’s
go and get our money back together. . .
(Turning around to see ifs Ah Q, Amah Wu is flared with
further anger.)
AMAH WU: Damn! Go and get our money together? . . . If
you did not kneel down to me, how could Mr. Zhao kick me out?
I can stick to him as long as I w ant. . . (Xu 1953: 70-71)

At this moment, the stage presents a picture of Amah Wu madly
laughing while Ah Q retreats. This picture resembles a previous
one—when Ah Q is kicked out of the Zhao family and loses his
job, he puts the blame on Little D by fighting with him; their
silhouette of wrestling “cast a blue rainbow on the wall of the
nunnery” （
Xu 1953: 46). These two visually emphasized
moments reinforce each other to mark the lack of class
consciousness of the socially poor.
Amah Wu and Ah Q meet for the third time at a court
hearing, where they are being equally manipulated by the rich.
The court scene further stresses the similarity of their social
positions and prepares for the final moment of the play when
Amah Wu decries the unsympathetic crowd and feeds some
water to the soon-to-be-executed Ah Q. This Amah Wu is surely
a far cry from her apathy, numbness, and vain curiosity shown in
Lu Xun’s story. If viewed in isolation, Amah Wu’s gesture can be
interpreted as a momentary sympathy for the dying. But when
we look at the structure of the play and note a certain parallelism
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between the actions of Ah Q and Amah Wu, this gesture
becomes a statement from the playwright, reminding the masses
of the similarity of their social positions to Ah Q's.
With these dramatic parodies and parallelism, Ah Q is a
more relevant character on Xu’s stage than on Tian’s. Not too
much drained as an allegorical reference, he mirrors the
characters around him. His parodies unify varied characters,
designating a common “national disease” （
as suggested by
Shao Quanlin). Although Xu endorses social-class discourse, his
Ah Q leads the play to transcend class boundaries for some
national commonalities.
Here may lie the difference between the two playwrights'
treatments of Lu Xun's cultural vision. Although refiguring Ah Q
in the same historical context, they were drawn to different
thematic foci of the Ah Q story: Lu Xun's critique of the 1911
Revolution and his critique of the national character. In
emphasizing Lu Xun's critique of the 1911 Revolution, Tian Han
refigures Ah Q to advocate a new social revolution of the
working masses. He assigns Ah Q contradictory roles as a
national-culture symbol and as a social representative, with the
former greatly diminished by the latter. In emphasizing Lu Xun’s
critique of national character, Xu Xingzhi advocates the need for
a better understanding of the challenge of colonialism. By letting
Ah Q and the Imitation Foreign Devil mirror each other in his
play, Xu emphasizes the juxtaposition of feudal and colonial
mentality, and retains Lu Xun’s cross-cultural perspective.
In the 1930s, when Tian Han and Xu Xingzhi refigured Ah
Q, social-class discourse was still in the formative stage. By the
time of Chen Baichen^ adaptation in the early 1980s, over four
decades of development had pushed this discourse to the verge
of disintegration. Yet, the decades had also produced many
taboos which, as Chen Baichen's adaptation attests, were still in
effect.
Chen Baichen's Film: Back to a Faithful Representation?

“The True Story of Ah Q” eventually reached the screen in
1981 as a tribute to the centennial of Lu Xun’s birth. This
adaptation was by Chen Baichen, a senior dramatist and screen
writer, and contemporary of Tian Han and Xu Xingzhi. Chen was
thus well informed about the history of Ah Q's adaptation; he had
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even once persuaded Lu Xun’s wife to decline a Hong Kong
filmmaker’s offer to put “The True Story of Ah Q” on the screen,
because he suspected the filmmaker would be unable to
decipher Lu Xun's purpose in writing the story correctly.7 After
thirty-odd years, when Chen eventually took the work into his
own hands, a de-politicizing process was underway to demystify
the abused Lu Xun. Faithfulness, accordingly，became Chen’s
goal.
The faithfulness, however, was only relative to the overt
distortion. Chen was well aware how an adaptation would be
commanded by the concerns of the time. In line with the
Western new historicist argument that each age writes its own
version of history, Chen believes that each age will produce its
own adaptation. “I do not m ean，
，
’ he writes，“to ‘surpass’ my
precursors in the adaptation of this story. While classics do not
change, every adaptation varies. Besides the fact that adapters
may be trained differently, time also plays its role. The decade of
the 1930s had its own demands . . . Whereas our 1980s have
their own demands, the 1990s, in the future, may witness still
different demands” （
Chen 1983: 256). While contemporary
literary theorists may disagree with the idea that the literary
classic is an unchangeable entity, they would certainly be happy
with Chen’s awareness that each age brings its own concerns
into adaptation—a process of reading and reproducing.
As for his adaptation, Chen “confesses” to two alterations
of Lu Xun’s original story and attributes them to the demands of
the time. One is the deletion of Lu Xun’s use of the cannibalistic
image of wolfs eyes. The other is the elevation of an almost
non-existent character in Lu Xun's story: the aged keeper of the
village temple where the homeless Ah Q sleeps every night.
Chen gives this character sympathy towards Ah Q and makes
him help Ah Q within his means. Echoing Amah Wu's function in
the last act of Xu’s play，the old temple keeper serves as a
7 “The True Story of Ah Q” was shot by a Hong Kong studio
anyway. The director of the film was Yuan Yan'an and the script writers
were Xu Yan and Xu Chi. The film came out in 1957, the twentieth
anniversary of Lu Xun’s death. In 1958，Great Wall Pictorial Press
(Changcheng huabaoshe) published the wenxue juben [script] with a
few essays about the film. It is hard to find out whether Chen Baichen
knew about this film.
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close-up shot inserted within medium shots of the crowd. To
show the paternal love of people in the same social class, the
old man functions in the film as the representative of certain
good traits of the crowd. He tells Ah Q not to gamble, saves Ah
quilt from being taken away by the tariff and gives it back to
Ah Q when Ah Q is on his way to prison. These dramatic details,
beside shedding positive light on the masses, also emphasize
Ah Q's affiliation with the masses. They attest to the fact that
Chen's film still confuses Ah Q as a national-culture allegory and
Ah Q as a member of the working class.
In Chen’s “confession, ” we detect a certain reluctance on
his part; he seems to have made the alterations in spite of
himself. In making this confession, Chen projects himself as Lu
Xun when the latter explains, in his preface to Nahan [Call to
arms], his use of a mysterious wreath that appears on the grave
of a revolutionary martyr in “Medicine■” According to Lu Xun, his
use of the wreath has two functions: first, he “did not want to
infect with the loneliness I had found so bitter those young
people who were still dreaming pleasant dreams, just as I had
done when young” and, second, he had to consider the orders of
the “literary chiefs” of his time—“for our chiefs then were against
pessimism” （
Lu Xun 1977: 5). Chen uses the two functions of Lu
Xun’s wreath to explain his alterations: the first function explains
his omission of the wolfs eyes—he does not want to infect the
young people with his loneliness; the second function explains
the characterization of the aged temple keeper—he has to obey
the orders of the “literary chiefs.” It is hard to judge whether it is
Chen’s self-censor or the real censor or both that have made
him alter the original story. Chen's confession, nevertheless,
testifies to a certain incompatibility between his reading of Lu
Xun and the reception of Lu Xun of his time.
Both of Chen’s alterations meant to avoid the accusation
of deprecating the masses, a taboo in his time. The wolfs eyes
image suggests a kind of numbed passivity of the masses as a
national-culture characteristic. Lu Xun conceived of this image
from a newsreel which he watched in Japan in 1906. He was so
agonized by the visual impact of this short film, which left a life
long impression, that he turned his medical career into a literary
one，hoping to change the “spirit” rather than the “body” of his
compatriots. In the preface to his first collection of stories, Lu
Xun writes about this incident: "one day I saw a film showing
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some Chinese, one of whom was bound, while many others
stood around him. They were all strong fellows but appeared
completely apathetic” （
Lu Xun 1977: 2). The hollow gaze of the
crowd, a vain visuality that accounts for the visual impact on Lu
Xun, was ever after a central concern in his writing.
In reading 'The True Story of Ah Q,'1Zhang Tianyi, a wellknown literary satirist of the 1930s, offered a meaningful
perspective on the wolfs eyes image in his purported talk with
Ah Q at his moment of death:
Aren't these terrifying eyes nourished by a chopping-head
culture? And isn't it that you yourself once had the same eyes?
Well, only when you become the sacrifice of this culture,
can you start to think of—maybe for the first time—your “life”
■

{A hQ Lun^A l: 25)
The identity between Ah Q and the crowd is assured because
they possess the same eyes, common cultural products. From
this perspective, the Ah Q moment in confronting the wolfs eyes
becomes important for its cultural revelation. For Chen’s
adaptation in the post-Mao re-examination of the defects of the
country's political system, this cultural revelation may well
endorse a political reading. We may recall the “Cultural
Revolution” as an Ah Q moment—it takes a mass of onlookers
to indulge in the performance of a political farce of “chopping
heads” (political persecution). And for those who are
“beheaded，
” aren’t they also involved in the making of the
“chopping-head culture”
？Weren’t they once onlookers in the
crowd like Ah Q? In this light, the Communist totalitarian
ideology is seen as the latest example of the “chopping-head
culture." It alienates dynamic individuals and produces inactive
onlookers who obediently follow the system. The danger of this
political reading of a cultural revelation may well be the reason
that dictates Chen’s exclusion. The way Chen Baichen excused
himself for excluding this Ah Q moment suggests that he may
share some of Lu Xun’s distrust of the crowd. He censored his
own pessimism about China’s political culture and excused
himself for deleting the wolfs eyes image by assuming that the
audience might not want to be affected by it since they “were just
awakening from a nightmare [of the “Cultural Revolution”
decade]" (Chen 1983: 260).
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Before 1949，the concept of Lu Xun’s
cultural masses could still find room in people's
imagination. Since 1949, this image has
become more and more irrelevant to the official
ideologyThis changing perception of the masses
can be illustrated by three picture books of
“The True Story of Ah Q” by three different
artists: Feng Zikai in the late 1930s, Ding Cong
in the early 1940s, and Cheng Shifa in the early
1960s.8As shown in the illustrations, both Feng
and Ding present the cultural masses. Feng (in
Fig. 1-1) captures the apathy on the faces of
the crowd. He also suggests the identity and
multiplicity of these faces by letting the crowd
of heads (whose facial expressions become
vague and hidden) fade into the horizon of the
picture. Ding (Fig. 1-2) emphasizes the eyes of
the crowd by letting Ah Q and the crowd face
each other. At this close range, the gazing eyes
(wolfs eyes) are surely a little exaggerated on
the apparently apathetic faces. In contrast,
Cheng (Fig. 1-3) presents a social crowd with
the ruling classes taking the foreground. The
wolfs eyes that Ah Q faces in this picture have
acquired connotations of class exploitation.
Resembling the representation of the
cultural masses in the picture books by Feng
and Ding, the representation of the masses as
cultural critique may also be found in the films
produced before 1949. Ma Ning noticed a film
representation of the onlookers reminiscent of
Lu Xun’s “wolf’s eyes” image in the opening
sequence of Malu tianshi [Street angel, 1937]
(Ma 1989: 24). In that sequence, in order to
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Fig. 1-1 Feng Zikai

Fig. 1-2 Ding Cong

馬路天使

8 Feng Zikai, Manhua Ah Q zhengzhuan
(Shanghai, 1939). Ding Cong, Ah Q zhengzhuan
chatu (Shanghai, 1946). Cheng Shifa, Ah Q
zhengzhuan 708 fu (Shanghai, 1963).
Fig. 1-3 Cheng Shifa
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present the “spectacle of a metaphorically forced coupling of
Chinese feudalism and foreign powers," the filmmaker uses the
Chinese crowd to symbolize an aspect of China’s cultural reality
facing the intrusion of foreign influences. "Of a total of 52 shots,"
Ma Ning notes, “36 contain on-lookers, inserted as two series of
shots or closeups of spectators in the street. The spectators
inscribed in these shots are frozen in rapt enjoyment of the
spectacle (a projection of the typical Chinese spectators similar
to Lu Xun’s description). But significantly they are denied any
vision” （
Ma 1989: 24). The denial of vision, as Ma Ning shrewdly
observes, is achieved by what Edward Branigan defines as an
open POV shot (Branigan 1984: 103-21) which is a deliberate
breaking of the looker and his vision, a deprivation of the
looker’s authority to the spectacle, and the confusion of the
looker with the spectacle_ an apt visual illustration of the Ah Q
allegory.
At the time of Chen Baichen’s adaptation，although the
ideas of an overt class struggle had gone out of fashion, the
social concept of the masses still seemed to retain its power to
curb the national-culture perspectives of this entity. Chen
Baichen's deletion of the wolfs eyes image in his adaptation
virtually eliminates the possibility of using the masses for a
national-culture critique. With this deletion, Ah Q loses much of
his raison d'etre as a national-culture allegory. Without the use of
the w olf’s eyes image，for example, the “head-chopping”
moments in Chen Baichen's film become ineffective. When Ah Q
watches the execution of a revolutionary, he is not in a crowd but
is all by himself. A medium shot shows him sneaking around the
corner of the street to steal a glimpse at the scene of the
execution. Then a close-up tells the location of the execution.
This close-up is used again when Ah Q himself is executed, to
show that Ah Q has his head “chopped off’ at the same location
where he watches the head-chopping of a revolutionary. Yet,
without locating Ah Q in a crowd for the first ^head-chopping"
sequence, the relationship between the two “head-chopping”
moments in the film loses its effect. In the sequence showing Ah
Q on his way to the execution, the shots depicting the apathy of
the onlookers are effective by themselves. Some medium shots
with crowds as background come close to achieving the effects
of the picture books of the thirties and the film Street Angel. Both
Ah Q and the onlookers are placed in open POV shots; both
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become part of the spectacle. This effect, however, is broken by
Ah Q’s recognition of Amah Wu in the crowd and the latter’s
sadness in finding out that the man to be executed is someone
she knows. In this recognition, Ah Q and Amah Wu share a
closed POV structure; the first shot shows the looker, the second
presents what s/he sees, and the third depicts the effect. The
vision achieved here may be trivial by itself. But it has broken
the visual possibility of representing the national-culture allegory.
Clearly Chen is very careful in balancing negative depictions of
the masses with positive ones. The mythologized entity of the
masses as a revolutionary force prohibits its use for cultural
critique and, as a tabooed representation, it prohibits Chen
Baichen’s Ah Q from functioning as a nationa卜culture allegory
Contrary to the rather heavy-handed fabrication of Lu Xun
by Tian Han and Xu Xingzhi, Chen wants to be faithful to the
original. Seeing “The True Story of Ah Q” as a series of
cartoons, he believes that a film adapter’s goal is to bring out Lu
Xun’s intention in producing these “cartoons.” For this purpose,
Chen chooses to retain the narrative voice of the story, which, to
him, ,lis the soul of Ah Q, and is also the soul and unique style of
this story” （
Chen 1983: 255).
Chen surely hits the right key: the role of the narrator is
crucial to Lu Xun’s fictional art. Various studies by Lu Xun
scholars have led Leo Ou-fan Lee to claim that HLu Xun must be
credited with initiating and consciously developing, for the first
time in the history of Chinese literature, the complex role of the
fictional narrator” （
Lee 1985: 10-11). In this specific story about
Ah Q, the narrator often mediates between the consciousless
anti-hero protagonist and the m eaningful allegorical
suggestiveness of his otherwise meaningless anecdotes. The
irony of the narrator underlines the hollow and vapid subjectivity
of the story.
Chen cannot be more faithful to Lu Xun: the film starts by
attributing the narrative voice to Lu Xun, showing him writing in
his study, and ends with the same voice commenting that
although Ah Q never marries, his offspring can actually be found
in every corner in China—providing a frame that confirms the
voice’s source and applicability. The voice，however, has to
interact with other codes. Although the voice itself is not hard to
reproduce, can it ring true in a changed paradigm? Often when
the character portrayal on screen is not in social context, the
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narrative voice plays a complementary role. The opening
sequence, for example, shows Ah Q squatting beside the canal
looking at his reflection in the water. The narrative voice
describes Ah Q’s self-esteem by saying that he would have been
an almost perfect man had it not been for a few unfortunate
physical blemishes. In response to the voice, Ah Q disrupts the
image by stirring the surface of the water—an effective visual
moment of self-deception in which the picture answers the wish.
On other occasions, especially when Ah Q is placed in a
social context, the narrative voice may lose its effectiveness and
be overshadowed by other codes. This has much to do with the
different styles of the story and the film. In Lu Xun’s story, Ah Q’s
anecdotes are presented in a grotesque symbolism with the
details blurred for cultural criticism; in Chen’s film, realism
dominates and often brings with it a subtext of social criticism.
The episode of Ah Q losing money to the robbing gamblers
serves as a good example. In Lu Xun's story, the narrator
emphasizes Ah Q ’s mental response: he has become a
spectacle as a loser; the usual linguistic victimization of the
spectacle would not free him from it; he has to abuse himself
physically to be gratified as a voyeur. The process, of course, is
another manifestation of his sado-masochistic syndrome. The
bodily pain is overlooked for visual gratification. In Chen^ film,
the sequence showing the same incident elicits so much bodily
pain that a viewer can hardly ignore it—in sad music, a badly
beaten Ah Q walks with difficulty back to the temple. The
representation of the pain retrieves a rich stock of melodramatic
depictions of poor people’s suffering in the “old society” in
Chinese films. This connotation in the sense of class exploitation
overpow ers the voice-over comment on Ah Q’s mental
response.
Ah Q’s encounter with Amah Wu is another example
where the effect of the voice-over is manipulated by the socially
processed screen representation. After assaulting the nun, Ah Q
returns to his sleeping place in the temple. While he is lying
there fantasizing about women and reproduction, the voice-over
says that his desire is justifiable according to the teachings of
the ancient saints. In Lu Xun's text, this justification is found in a
fairly long (amounting to one-third of the chapter) transition from
Ah Q*s assault of the nun to his similar attack on Amah Wu. It is
ironic in that Ah Q later “should ha ve「
un amok” （
Lu Xun 1977:
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79). The need for reproduction is a point of departure for an
allegory concerning the cultural victimization of women: while
women bear children for men, they also become objects of their
sexual fantasy, blamed for their loss of sexual decorum, and
scapegoats for their political failures. In the film, this whole
aspect of the narrator’s allegorical rendition is left out. With
voice-over justification, the sound track produces a baby's crying
and Ah Q notices that even the earth god in the temple is
accompanied by a goddess. The same desire for descendants is
produced, but it serves more as a point of departure for
something else. In Ah Q’s encounter with Amah Wu，a sequence
is imbedded showing Zhao’s family disturbed by its patriarch’s
desire to acquire a second wife. In Lu Xun's text, this information
is not really available to Ah Q; Amah Wu mentions it after Ah QJs
voyeurism has already shut off his hearing. In the film, Ah Q
responds to the information, contrasting himself and Mr. Zhao in
terms of social inequality: while the master can afford to have
more than one wife, the deprived Ah Q does not even have a
woman. Ah Q’s abrupt kneeling down to Amah Wu is also made
much less abrupt in a sequence of shots showing mutual
attraction: Ah Q moves the lamp closer to Amah Wu so that she
can see better while sewing; while Ah Q bends to light his pipe
from the lamp, Amah Wu also happens to move closer to the
lamp to thread her needle; their eyes meet and they move apart;
Amah Wu scolds Ah Q with a rather familiar tone and starts
chatting … This realistic rendering, which ridicules the rich and
justifies the poor, changes the meaning of the voice-over; the
story’s cultural voice is usurped by the film ’s subtle social
criticism.
The conflicts between the voice-over and the visual
representation in this Ah Q film may be better explained by
examining a dispute between two Western film theorists,
Siegfried Kracauer and Frangois Truffaut, on a similar point
about film adaptations. In his Theory of Film, Kracauer uses his
distinction between “cinematic” and “uncinematic” to evaluate
adaptations, endorsing the novels which have their contents
firmly rooted in objective reality (cinematic) and denying those
recording mental and spiritual experience (uncinematic). His
examples for the former are film adaptations of Stendhal's The
Red and the Black, Steinbeck's Grapes of Wrath, and Zola's
UAssommoir, and for the latter, Georges Bernano^ Diary of a
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Country Priest. The unsuitability of the latter for adaptation is
proven by its use of voice-over narrative, a sign to Kracauer that
the visual imagination that is essential in filmmaking has failed.
Truffaut, on the other hand, criticizes the “studio look” of film
adaptations of realistic novels and justifies the use of narrative
voice in Diary of a Country Priest as true to the novel and the
visually murky film.9
While Lu Xun’s story is certainly too “uncinematic” by
Kracauer’s standards, Chen’s adaptation seems to have played
a magic role in making the story “cinem atic”一often too
“cinematic” for Truffaut’s “murky” visual effects which call for the
narrative voice. The clue to understanding Chen’s effective and
ineffective use of the narrative voice may lie right here. In his
adaptation, the incompatibility is mostly found between the
“cinematic” shots which represent “objective reality” informed by
social-class discourse and the “uncinematic” voice which calls
for shots in “subjective” hues，a voice that makes certain
perspectives of “objective reality” murky so as to invite their
allegorical reception informed by the national-culture discourse.
A llegory and Visuality

It would be appropriate to conclude this essay by returning
to de Man’s observation about a lle g o ry’s resistance to
representation, this time focusing more on the relationship
between allegory and visuality, and the problem of whether Ah
Q’s resistance to representation designates a certain rejection of
visuality. Visuality, as Rey Chow has discussed in relation to
Chinese modernity, is associated with the Western gaze and
Chinese rejection of it (Chow 1995: 3-52). With Lu Xun as her
example，Chow illustrates the May Fourth’s contempt for
visuality and its privileging of words—an anxious empowerment
in the name of culture to evade the shock of the visual. If we turn
here to the Ah Q allegory, we find that it appears to endorse this
argument. The allegory is largely evoked by Kracauer’s
<(uncinematic" words and kept alive by a narrative voice. The
culturally perceived visual shock, however, is not evaded. Ah Q
9 See Kracauer (1960) and Truffaut (1966). Also see Andrew
(1976: 121-33).
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does not return the Western gaze but relays it. Having a blind
gaze with no vision，Ah Q’s trademark is his ability to be
oblivious to the Western gaze; it is by this oblivion that Lu Xun’s
ambivalence in writing comes through. By creating the Ah Q
allegory, Lu Xun showed his desire that the to-be-looked-at-ness
of the culture as represented by Ah Q might be remedied. But, in
the meantime, the Ah Q allegory also embodied his despair for
the culture’s blindness to its own status in the world and its
inability to become a voyeur on an equal status with the Western
Other. Although the allegory is about the oblivion to crosscultural visuality, it both is created by and produces the
awarenessofthisvisuality.
Considering the relationship of the Ah Q allegory to
visuality, I feel that the observation of May Fourth's contempt for
visuality needs to be modified. Still using the case of Lu Xun, I
would suggest that visuality is not an object of his rejection but is
something that is situated at the very core of his subjectivity,
creating his ambivalence in writing.
May Fourth’s rejection of visuality was not arbitrary;
visuality related to visions, especially those embodied in the fine
arts coming from abroad, was highly valued. Lu Xun, for
example, was well known for his role in introducing foreign
woodcarvings into May Fourth culture. He did so with a crosscultural perspective and hoped that the Chinese benefit from
these national-culture visions. He wrote,
The ancient Chinese inventions of gunpowder and the compass,
which are now used for fireworks and for investigating fengshui,
were introduced to Europe, to be used in weapons and
navigation. The inventors were thus taken advantage of . . .
European woodcarving, as quite a few people have attested,
was also learned from the Chinese . . . The return of
woodcarving to its home country, one assumes, means the
Chinese won't be taken advantage of, as they are in the cases of
the other two inventions. (Renmin meishu 1979: 11)
In introducing this kind of visuality, Lu Xun might well have the
Chinese national-culture status in mind. For one woodcarving by
a Belgian artist (Fig. 2-1), Lu Xun annotates: 1(He eventually can
not avoid being kicked out, the same as a wild dog is being
driven away” （
Jiang 1982: 8). For another one collected by Lu
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Xun (Fig. 2-2)，a later editor imitates Lu Xun’s style and notes:
T he capitalist system is destroying her life. She appears so old
and begs for her living at a lower class pub. She is really tired.
She grabs her hair and leans on the table . . . Is she thinking of
the child she has lost? Is she
lamenting her life? No, she may not be
thinking of anything at all since she
has become so numb” （
Jiang 1982:
10). Both these woodcarvings and the
annotations,
as
cases
of
representation, are open to further
representations. The first woodcarving
may either be seen as containing a
comment on a poor social underdog or
about a nation in a jungle-like global
scene. The second one, especially
with its verbal annotation, may surely
be seen as revealing women’s social
status in an exploitative society. It,
however, can also be viewed as an
allegory of a certain mentality, that of
the colonialist subaltern gazed at by
the threatening Western Other and
contained by the numb Chinese Self.
The visuality here offers equal access
to both social-class and nationalculture discourses, opening enough
room for the kind of tension we have
detected in Ah Q’s figuration and
refiguration.
In discussing the historical role of
visua lity
in Chinese
modern
representation, Rey Chow observes a
process of democratization:

Fig. 2-2

If the centrality of the literary sign is (re)
Two woodcarvings from Lu
moved by the increasing omnipresence of
Xun’s collection. Reprinted from
Lu Xun lun lianhuanhua (Beijing: the visual sign, and reading and writing
decentered by the coming of the film
renmin meishu chubanshe,
medium, the literary sign is also (re)moved
1982).
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democratically, from being the agent of record of life among the
elite classes to being the agent of record of life among the
masses. Reflection on 'China' would increasingly mean coming
to terms with China’s people, in particular the oppressed
classes. (Chow 1995: 19)

While we can be relatively certain about the democratization of
representational signs, we have to be cautious about arguing the
same for its agency and social effects. In this sense, our cases
of cinema and theater adaptations of the Ah Q allegory attest to
a representational process that can hardly be described as
dem ocratizing. D em ocratization in the sense of a wider
spectatorship was not immediate at first; both spoken drama and
film reached initially the same reading public. The showing of the
oppressed classes remained an elite activity which was
conveniently addressed and appropriated by social-class
discourse. The representation of Ah Q pushed social
antagonism to the foreground and implemented the dominance
of social-class discourse: when the image of Ah Q became an
object of Marxist fetish of the oppressed people, it demonstrates
a simplified utility of literature and art that gradually canceled out
other voices. We must note that the new visuality of Ah Q as the
socially oppressed is not exactly the kind of visuality,
representing a cross-cultural anxiety, that the allegory rejects. In
this sense, the allegory's resistance to its representation serves
as a reminder of both the canceled voice and the power involved
in keeping that voice silent.
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